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Abstract — This paper investigates the innovative trends in the process modelling of international strategies in the coordinates of globalization changes and European integration, such as: maximizing the geometric mean return, the systematic fundamental factor models, the output and inputs of a factor model, Barra E2 model risk index definitions, fundamental factors and market sensitive factor definitions for Wilshire atlas factor model. The methodological platform for effective elaboration of building strategic programs tactics of territories development is proposed in the work. Three types of factor models (statistical, macroeconomic and fundamental) for evaluating investment processes and justifying the development of international strategies, their variability and optimality are examined. In the article there are main vectors in the process modelling of international strategies, innovative forms of investment which are used widely: crowdfunding, crowdinvesting, crowdsourcing. Empirical and theoretical solutions allow to assess the process modelling of international strategies and optimize the choice of managerial decisions based on innovative dominants of economic development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Principal conditions of economic development are accumulated research and technology, industrial, investment potential, institutional impact on technological progress and state support of innovative processes. Economic deformations prove expediency for activating and increasing of innovation investment processes efficiency in the industry and minimization of impact of factors slowing them down. Considerable impact on innovation investment activity, market dominance, compositeness in the industry has capacity of innovation potential. Under these conditions, the study of theoretical principles and practical measures concerning the development of domestic production by means of implementation of its innovative potential assumes significance. One of the most important and most complex elements in the process modelling system of the strategy is the provision of performance evaluation in specific time and place conditions on the market, and success also depends largely on the degree and effectiveness of interaction of all stakeholders of strategic planning in order to achieve the goals outlined and declared in the strategic plans for the development of economic systems. According to the theory of strategic planning, the realization of possible steps and corresponding instruments on the path of movement toward a strategic goal is reflected in the choice of adequate mechanisms for implementing strategies, which must necessarily be spelled out in strategic plans, and, accordingly, act as a non-integral element of the development process.

The global challenges of today, especially in the context of mainstreaming the issue of decentralization of management, require a review of traditional approaches to strategy development, strategic planning, primarily in the direction of a reorientation toward the development of strategic plans for the development of basic planning units, as well as the processing of strategies for the development of socio-economic systems on a meso-level through optimization, publicity, dialog and coherence of interests of all stakeholders. Taking into account the relevance of the problems, the theoretical, methodological and practical bases of the process modelling of international strategies, the conceptual basis of the formation of a holistic system of strategic planning of socio-economic development taking into account the world experience are studied.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The analysis of the best international and European practices, scholar's publications show a variety of approaches to process modelling of international strategies on the platform systematic of fundamental factor models.

Studies of domestic and foreign scientists of economists testify to significant developments in the sphere of strategy of activation of innovative investment development, investment controlling in coordinates of financial and economic security, economic and mathematical modelling of development of territories, application of innovative methods of industrial development, features of the European investment market. For example, Hilorrome T., Fedoruk O., Shcvenenkol., Drobyazko, S. present innovative methods for the development of industries [4]. Fabozzi F. explores investment management [2]. Authors like Elton E., Gruber M., Brown S. and Goetzmann W. investigate the question of modern portfolio theory and investment analysis [1]. Pearce J., for instant, had dedicated his works to strategic management, formulation, implementation, and control [8]. Karpenko L. and Voronzhak P. are working on the issues of base alternatives and the paradigm of impact investing development in the coordinates of globalization changes and euro integration [10]. Some economists, such as Lipkova L., Kovarova E., Navratil B. explore development issues of innovation policy of the European Union and West Africa [6;9;12]. Stanickova M. explores the assessment of efficiency in selected EU member states by data envelopment analysis models [7]. In total, analysis of the recent scientific materials indicates the results of strategy of innovative investment development activation. A number of researches are devoted to problematic issues of attracting investors at an initial stage of implementation of the project, process modelling of international strategies.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the paper is to study the innovative trends in the process modelling of international strategies in the coordinates of globalization changes and European integration; analysis and characterization of the investment control management steps, such as: maximizing the geometric mean return, the systematic fundamental factor models, the output and inputs of a factor model, Barra E2 Model Risk Index Definitions, Fundamental factors and market sensitive factor definitions for Wilshire atlas factor model. The conceptual bases for the development of strategic planning programs in international business are examined. Three types of factor models and characteristic of their application for evaluating investment processes and justifying the development of international strategies, their variability and optimality are proposed. The application of new mechanisms of innovative development of the economy and its investment support is justified. In the article there are main vectors in the process modelling of international strategies, innovative forms of investment which are used widely: crowdfunding, crowdinvesting, crowdsourcing. Theoretical and methodological basis of the research consist of the research of modern economic concepts of management, informatization, economic and mathematical modelling. The objective of research consists in defining programmatic and methodological basic concepts for analysis of innovation activity, systematization of analytic indicators of enterprises.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The process of strategic planning is the forecasting of the company's social and economic development, the search for new opportunities, the choice of strategies. As the main tool of strategic planning, one can distinguish the process of forming strategies, interpreted as the concept of creating and using a competitive advantage to prevent and suppress the efforts of competitors directed against the firm. Strategy is a guide to the achievement of the goals set and the realization of the organization's mission. Strategy formation is always associated with the problem of choosing alternative solutions. Without a strategy, the organization is unable to compete effectively; its actions will not meet the changed conditions and contribute to solving unexpected problems. There are four levels of strategy formation: the corporate strategy, the strategy of industries congers group, functional strategies and operational strategists. The high level of economic development, as shown by the experience of the industrial countries of the world, is provided by a number of innovative transformations [1].

Let's begin our research with factor models. There are three types of factor models being used today to manage equity portfolios: statistical factor models, macroeconomic factor models, and fundamental factor models [2;3;10]. We have special scientific interest for studding the next modern direction, maximizing the geometric mean return. This allows creating the process modelling of international strategies, taking into account the current trends in the development of territories. One alternative to utility theory is simply to select that portfolio that has the highest expected geometric mean return. Many researchers have put this forth as a universal criterion [1;2;8]. We have a special scientific interest in studying the following modern direction, such as maximizing the geometric mean return. This allows creating a process for modelling international strategies, taking into account current trends in the development of territories. The theory of utility suggests a possible development vector - the choice of a portfolio with the highest geometric mean return as expected. Most economists adhere to the point of view of the principle of universality by this criterion. The proponents have also argued that the maximum geometric mean: has the highest probability of reaching, or exceeding, any given wealth level in the shortest possible time; the highest probability of exceeding any given wealth level over any given period of time.

These characteristics of the maximum geometric mean portfolio are extremely appealing and have attracted many advocates [4;5;6]. A certain group of theorists reject the criterion estimate of geometric average profitability, since it is believed that investors put a primary goal to maximize the expected usefulness of marginal wealth, and thereby they accept the principles of utility theory. The geometric mean is easy to define. Instead of adding together the observations to obtain the mean, we multiply each outcome is equally likely, then the geometric mean return on the portfolio \( \bar{R}_{Gj} \) is:

\[
\bar{R}_{Gj} = \left(1 + R_{i1}\right)^{1/N} \times \left(1 + R_{i2}\right)^{1/N} \times \ldots \times \left(1 + R_{ij}\right)^{1/N} - 1.0
\]

(1)
If the likelihood of each observation is different and $P_{ij}$ is the probability of the $i$-th outcome for portfolio $j$, then the geometric mean return is:

$$\bar{R}_{Gj} = (1 + R_{1j})^{P_{1j}} \times (1 + R_{2j})^{P_{2j}} \times \cdots \times (1 + R_{Nj})^{P_{Nj}} \times -1.0$$ (2)

This is sometimes written in compact form. The symbol $t t$ means product. Thus, the above series can be written as:

$$\bar{R}_{Gj} = \prod_{i=1}^{N} (1 + R_{ij})^{P_{ij}} \times -1.0$$ (3)

The portfolio that has the maximum geometric mean is usually a diversified portfolio. This can be illustrated with an example. In the Table 1 we are going to show three possible investments listed as securities A, B, and C. Each of these investments has two possible outcomes, each equally likely. The portfolio shown consists of equal proportions of each of the three securities. As can be seen from the table, the portfolio has a higher geometric mean return than any of the individual securities. This result is easily explained. The geometric mean return penalizes extreme observations. In fact, a strategy with any probability of bankruptcy would never be selected as it would have a zero geometric mean. As we have seen in other chapters, portfolios have less extreme observations than individual securities. Thus, the geometric mean strategy usually leads to a diversified strategy [1; 231-232].

TABLE I. GEOMETRIC MEAN RETURNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Securities</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(calculated by the author)

If one possible outcome is a return of -1, then for that outcome \((1 + R_{ij}) = (1 - 1) = 0\). The geometric mean is the product of the \((1 + R_{ij})\). The whole product becomes zero if one element is zero. Thus, the geometric mean criteria would never select an investment with any probability of bankruptcy. While the portfolio that maximizes the geometric mean is likely to be highly diversified, it will not (except in special circumstances) be mean-variance efficient. There are two cases where mean-variance analysis is meaningful for locating the portfolio with the highest geometric mean return .

First, maximizing the geometric mean return is equivalent to maximizing the expected value of a log utility function. The log utility function is:

$$U(w) = \ln(w)$$ (4)

The log utility function can be written as:

$$\max E\ln(W_1)$$ (5)

where:

$$W_1$$ is end of period wealth, a random variable. Since utility functions are unchanged up to a linear transformation, if we let \(W_0\) stand for the funds the investor can invest, then we can write the problem as:

$$\max E[\ln(W_1) - \ln(W_0)] = \max E\ln(W_1 / W_0)$$ (6)

$$\max E[\ln(W_1) - \ln(W_0)] = \max E\ln(1 + R_i)$$ (7)

$$\max E[\ln(W_1) - \ln(W_0)] = \max \sum P_i \ln(1 + R_i)$$ (8)

$$\max E[\ln(W_1) - \ln(W_0)] = \max \sum \ln(1 + R_i)^{P_{ij}}$$ (9)

We know that if returns are normally distributed, then mean variance portfolio analysis is appropriate for investors interested in maximizing expected utility. Investors with log utility functions are such investors. Thus, investors interested in maximizing the geometric mean return could use mean-variance analysis if returns were normally distributed. It has also been shown that the portfolio that maximizes the geometric mean return is mean-variance efficient if returns are log-normally distributed.

The next, we are going to do the systematic fundamental factor models. Fundamental factor models use company and industry attributes and market data as raw descriptors. Examples are price-earnings ratios, book-price ratios, estimated economic growth, and trading activity. The inputs into a fundamental factor model are stock returns and the raw descriptors about a company. Those fundamental variables about a company that are pervasive in explaining stock returns are, then, the raw descriptors retained in the model. Using cross-sectional analysis, the sensitivity of a stock’s return to a raw descriptor is estimated. Two examples of commercially available fundamental factor models are the ones developed by BARRA and by Wilshire Associates [2, p.301-305]. The BARRA E2 model begins with raw descriptors. It then combines descriptors to obtain risk indices to capture related company attributes. For example, raw descriptors such as debt-to-asset ratio, debt-to-equity ratio, and fixed-rate coverage are measures that capture a company’s financial leverage. These measures would be combined to obtain a risk index for financial leverage. The BARRA E2 model is BARRA’s second-generation U.S. equity model. In 1997, BARRA released its third-generation model (BARRA E3). The discussion in this article and the information provided in the tables relating to the BARRA model and its output are based on the BARRA E2 model. The E3 model closely resembles the E2 model in structure, but with improved industry and risk index definitions. The BARRA E2 fundamental factor model has 13 risk indices and 55 industry groups. For 12 of the risk indices and the 55 industry groups, the model is estimated for BARRA’s HICAP universe using statistical techniques [8]. Table 2 (as a fragment of studing) reproduces the information about the 13 risk indices as published by BARRA [1;2].
Also shown in the table are the raw descriptors used to construct each risk index. Before each raw descriptor in Table 2 is a plus or minus sign. The sign indicates how the raw descriptor influences a risk index. For example, the earnings-to-price ratio is a combination of the following raw descriptors: current earnings-to-price ratio, earnings-to-price ratio for the past 5 years, and I/B/E/S earnings-to-price ratio projection. As with the macroeconomic factor model, the raw descriptors are standardized or normalized. The risk indices are in turn standardized. The sensitivity of each company to each risk index is standardized. The Wilshire Atlas factor model uses six fundamental factors, one market factor sensitivity, and 39 industry factors to explain stock returns. The seven fundamental factors and the market factor sensitivity are listed in Table 3, along with their definitions. The BARRA and Wilshire factor models are commercially available. Now we’ll look at a proprietary model developed by a firm for its own use in managing client equity portfolios – Goldman Sachs Asset Management (GSAM). This firm is the investment management subsidiary of Goldman Sachs & Co., a broker/dealer firm. There are nine descriptors used in the GSAM factor model. The descriptors that are the factors in the model are described in Table 3. The factors fall into three categories: value measures, growth and momentum, and risk measures.

Let’s research the output and inputs of a factor model. Now that we have identified the types of factor models, let’s look at the output of the model and the inputs to the model after the estimation has taken place. The output of a factor model is found by first multiplying factor sensitivity by the assumed value for the factor measure (assumed risk factor). This gives the contribution to the model’s output from each risk factor exposure. Summing up over all risk factors gives the output. For a K-factor model, this is expressed mathematically as follows:

\[
Output = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_k (\text{Factor}_k) + \text{expected excess return}
\]

Let’s look first at the betas. These are the factor sensitivities and are estimated statistically. As explained earlier, they are commonly standardized or normalized. The output varies by model. For example, in the BRARR macroeconomic factor model, the output is the expected excess return given the estimated factor sensitivities and the assumed values for the factor measures. The expected excess return is the expected return above the risk-free rate. In contrast, in the Salomon RAM fact model, the output is a score that is used to rank the outcome given the estimated
In the process modelling of international strategies, innovative forms of investment are widely used: crowdfunding, crowdinvesting, crowdsourcing [10]. Crypto currency is the subject form of strategy and innovative dominant of monetary policy. Crowdfunding acts as the new instrument of investment of innovative projects in the modern business environment. Advantages to the businessman from the sector of small and medium business can be defined through crowd funding which is capable to provide unique support for existence of businessmen at several levels [11]. Innovative technologies of large-scale investment process form crowdsourcing – is the process of merging financial resources with the help of information platforms to solve business problems, moreover the factor of geographical remoteness of subjects works. World practice identifies two possible categories of crowdsourcing [10;11]: on the sphere of life (business, social, political); and as solvable tasks (creation of a product (content), vote, search for and the use of various cryptographic protection methods. It is a kind of digital money based on cryptography – is a type of digital currency whose issuance and accounting is based on asymmetric encryption and the use of various cryptographic protection methods. It is a kind of digital money based on cryptography technology, that is, data encryption and does not have a physical appearance, and exists only in electronic form. Its main features are anonymity, decentralization and security. Crypto currencies are functioning decentralized in a distributed computer network. They are not in the banknotes that you could touch. They exist in the digital world. Total crypto currency on our planet has already been invented and created about a thousand. The main experts allocate up to 15. Bitcoin leads in terms of volume (and cost), thorium, bitcoin cash, ripple, litecoin, dash and others breathe in the back of his head. This is what the “rating” cryptocurrency looks like according to the map of crypto-currency aggregator from the stock exchanges [10; 12]. The next we are going to study bitcoin. This is still the most powerful crypto currency. Last year, it cost about 2 thousand dollars for 1 bitcoin (at the beginning of its history, in 2010, bitcoin cost 0.005 USD); and on August 13, 2018 it was given 4164.87 dollars. Then, in just one day, the rate of this crypto currency jumped by more than 10%. However, the cost of a large number of crypto currencies has increased significantly since their appearance. And as a percentage, bitcoin has grown less over the last year. In general, the application of factor analysis in the process modelling of international strategies in practice is to identify factors on which the level of the analyzed (resulting) indicator depends; to form an analytical relationship between factors and the resulting indicator (derive an analytical formula for the relationship between factors and the resulting indicator); to calculate to what extent the deviation of the resulting indicator from the baseline value occurred as a result of the influence of each of the identified factors; to rank the factors according to the degree of actual influence in the resultant indicator in the analyzed period and according to the degree of their control over the personnel of the company. The purpose of the factorial analysis in the budget management of the strategy is: identify the factors that determined the deviation of the actual value of the analyzed indicator from the baseline; calculate the quantitative effect of each factor on the deviation of the actual value of the analyzed indicator from the base level; determine which of the factors is more appropriate to influence in order to optimize the value of the analyzed indicator.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

The source of information for the process modeling of international strategies is the forecasts of socio-economic development, industry research, and the results of marketing research. For the purpose of the scientific and methodological methods, the author is interested in the development of the process of identifying social strategies. In practice, the synthesis of active and immunisation strategies is used. You can use a combination of active and immunisation strategies. This competitive advantage of the immunisation strategy is that the line manager either actively and easily manages the portfolio in the external market or immunizes it in the domestic market. These two types of strategies are implemented in parallel. At the same time, conditional immunization does not act as a synthesis of strategies. There are three types of factor models: statistical factor models, macroeconomic factor models, and fundamental factor models. Statistical factor models use principal components analysis to analyze stock returns to determine statistical factors that best explain those returns. Consequently, the statistical factor model is rarely used in practice. The more common factor models are the macroeconomic factor model and the fundamental factor model. In a factor model, the sensitivity of a stock to a factor is estimated. The risk exposure profile of a stock is identified by the set of factor sensitivities. The risk exposure profile of a portfolio is the weighted average of the risk exposure profile of the stocks in the portfolio. Similarly, the risk exposure profile of a market index can be obtained. The output of a factor model can be either the expected excess return or a scenario score. The expected excess return of a stock is found by multiplying each factor sensitivity by the assumed value for the risk factor and summing up over all the risk factors. The expected return is the expected excess return plus the risk-free rate. The expected excess return for a portfolio and a market index is just the weighted average of the expected excess return of the stocks comprising the portfolio or the market index. The power of a factor model is that given the risk factors and the factor sensitivities, a portfolio's risk exposure profile can be quantified and controlled. Applications of factor models include the ability to assess whether or not the current portfolio is consistent with a manager's strengths, and to construct a portfolio with a specific tilt without making unintentional bets. Since many factors in a fundamental model are the same characteristics used in style management, factor models can be used in controlling risk in a style management strategy. Factor models can also be used by equity index managers to more effectively control the risk of an indexed portfolio to minimize tracking error. The output of a dividend discount model can be used as a factor in a model. The paper explores innovative strategic technologies such as crowdfunding, crowinvesting, crowdsourcing. Nowadays crowdfunding gains steam and become one of the most convenient and popular ways of collecting investments for a startup projects. Successful foreign practice was studied and the prerequisites for the development of crowdfunding platforms on the Ukrainian investment market were highlighted. Summing up the research of this problem, the authors note that the modeling of the strategy of the enterprise development, industry, region, territory, and country is a complex system process, which is based on a specific subject area, founds the specifics and features of the research object. The apparatus of economic and mathematical methods allows constructing and calculating an estimate of the strategy efficiency as a whole or a strategic plan for the implementation of the investment project, while imposing a control function. It is suggested that the systematic of fundamental factor models are proposed and the fact of globalization of the economy is taken into account. This paper considers the variation of process modelling of international strategies using the economic and mathematical tools for assessing the effectiveness of implementation and further optimization.
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